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28 U.S.C. § 548

■ Subject to sections 5315 through 5317 of title 
5, the Attorney General shall fix the annual 
salaries of …assistant United States attorneys 
…at rates of compensation not in excess of the 
rate of basic compensation provided for 
Executive Level IV of the Executive Schedule.
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Pay Cap – $100 less than Executive 
Schedule IV
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Locality Pay
■ By law, locality pay and January across-the-board 

increases are not entitlements of AD employees

■ Deputy Attorney General had to grant locality pay 
and cost of living raises every year

■ After August 2009, DAG authorized “prospective” 
adjustments to the AD pay system to match the GS 
and EX systems

■ See OPM.gov for locality rates and area definitions
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1961 Salaries
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1989 Study on Retention 
■ Concluded that retention after year 10 is a 

problem
■ Too long to summarize here
■ But good reading, simply for the fact that it 

recognizes the value of AUSAs in terms not 
heard recently

■ Available on USAnet site under “Selected 
History of U.S. Attorney AD Pay Policy”
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April 28, 1997: AUSAs Make Too Much 
Money

May 21, 2009: Problem Solved!
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2015 Whitepaper
■ Produced by Office of Justice Programs and working group

■ Concluded that no significant pay disparity existed

■ Problems
– No apples-to-apples comparison because of lack of data
– Compared AUSAs to Department’s non-litigating 

attorneys
– Looked at years of DOJ service rather than years of 

attorney experience

2016 Reforms
■ Good year for newer AUSAs

■ Minimum AUSA pay set at GS-11 level

■ Grades realigned: AD-24 eliminated

■ Upward adjustments (~$15k raises for some)

■ EOUSA centrally funded realignment 
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Pay Setting at Hire
■ Can be set at anything between minimum and maximum for grade (EOUSA 

recommends Q4 as highest)
■ Grade determined by full years of professional experience at entry on duty 

date
– Work before law school: not creditable
– Work after law school but before bar passage: creditable at USA 

discretion
– Non-attorney work after law school: creditable at USA discretion
– Attorney work: creditable by policy

■ Rate can be set above maximum if coming from the GS system (highest 
previous rate policy)
– But beware: pay rate becomes “red circled” until you reach grade with a 

maximum above your current pay
■ Depending on EOD date, you may not be promotion eligible at next APR
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Annual Pay Review (APR)
■ Usually announced in March or April of each year

■ AUSAs promoted based on additional year of experience (until 9 years’ experience)

■ Roughly $5,000 - $7,000 increase if moving from Q2 of one grade to Q2 of next

■ United States Attorneys authorized to increase pay by up to 10% of base (anything 
higher requires EOUSA Director approval)

■ Size of raise pool is based on a fixed percentage of an office’s non-capped AUSA 
salaries

– 2020: 2.5%

– 2019: 2.5%

– 2018: 1.75%

– 2017: 1.25%

– 2016: 3.0% (structure change)

Mandatory vs. Discretionary Raises
■ All raises above the Q2 of AD-29 are discretionary
■ Between AD-21 and AD-28, salary must be above the 

minimum for “successful” performance rating, and must be 
above Q2 for “outstanding.”

■ Pay can be frozen below your grade if on a PIP (“green 
circled”)

■ If pay is above the maximum rate, it’s “red circled” and you 
get no raise until your experience increases

■ Mandatory raises must be fully funded before anyone gets a 
discretionary raise
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Mandatory vs. Discretionary Raises 
(continued)

■ Offices with high rates of “outstanding” performance 
evaluations have less discretion with raises

■ These offices probably tend to move people up in 
lockstep to rates just above the Q2 number in each 
grade

Miscellaneous Pay Issues
■ Supervisory Pay

– 14% of FTE rule 
– “Supervise six” (with many exceptions)
– “Aging” salary upon demotion

■ Switching Offices
– Raises must be approved by Director
– Voluntary decrease requires OARM consult
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Pay Self-Assessment
■ Log in to your Official Personnel File

– https://eopf.opm.gov/doj/

■ Find your most recent SF-50

■ See Box 18 for grade

■ See Box 20A for basic pay

■ Compare to AD pay chart
– If you have an “outstanding” rating, Q2 is the minimum

– If you have a “successful” rating, minimum is the minimum

– On a PIP? Pay can be frozen

– If you’re above the midpoint, pat yourself on the back
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Increasing your Pay
■ Know the office culture

■ Let your supervisor know that you understand the pay 
system

■ Compare your pay history against the midpoint
– Are you moving closer to the midpoint?
– Falling behind the midpoint?

■ Compliment others

■ Politely ask for a raise

Additional Resources
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Additional Resources (continued)
■ Locality Pay Definitions and Percentages:

– https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/pay-
leave/salaries-wages/2020/general-schedule/

■ AD Pay Handbook
– USAP 3-4.534.001 

■ Director’s Memos
– Check in late March

Conclusion

■Please join today
– https://www.naausa.org
– Payroll Deduction Available

■Additional Questions
– Adam.Hanna@gmail.com
– 618-443-8576


